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Petitioner Elizar Efrain Rosales Cruz (Cruz) petitions for review of the

decision of the Board of Immigration Appeals (BIA) dismissing his appeal of the
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denial of his application for withholding of removal.1  Cruz contends that the

adverse credibility determination made by the Immigration Judge (IJ) was not

supported by substantial evidence.  Cruz also asserts that the BIA erred in holding

that he failed to establish a clear probability of persecution by Guatemalan gang

members on account of a protected ground if returned to Guatemala.  

Substantial evidence supports the IJ’s adverse credibility determination

based on Cruz’s demeanor and rote answers to questions concerning his alleged

persecution.  The IJ determined that Cruz “always responded in a manner

suggesting that he had memorized his answers and his account of events.”  The IJ

emphasized that Cruz’s answers were “very superficial, very general in manner.” 

The IJ also noted that Cruz’s testimony regarding his assault by individuals riding

motorcycles was “implausible, given the details related . . . and the distance

between [Cruz] and the individuals who were chasing him, the time of night, and

the manner in which they were chasing him.”  The IJ “properly considered the

totality of the circumstances,” and provided the requisite “specific and cogent

reasons” to support his adverse credibility determination.  Manes v. Sessions, 875

F.3d 1261, 1263 (9th Cir. 2017).

1  Cruz did not challenge denial of protection under the Convention Against
Torture (CAT). 
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Substantial evidence also supports the determination that Cruz failed to

establish the requisite nexus between his religious beliefs and persecution by gang

members.  Cruz’s vague testimony did not establish that he was persecuted on

account of his religion.  See Barrios v. Holder, 581 F.3d 849, 856 (9th Cir. 2009),

as amended (holding that petitioner failed to demonstrate that “he was persecuted

on account of a protected ground” based on a lack of evidence).  

Finally, substantial evidence supports the BIA’s conclusion that Cruz failed

to sufficiently explain why he would be persecuted in Guatemala based on the

purported murder of his cousin by gang members.  A review of Cruz’s vague and

conclusory testimony supports the BIA’s determination.  See Lolong v. Gonzales,

484 F.3d 1173, 1178 (9th Cir. 2007) (en banc) (explaining that well-founded fear

of future persecution “requires credible, direct, and specific evidence that the

petitioner faces an individualized risk of persecution”) (citations and internal

quotation marks omitted).  

PETITION DENIED.
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